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Oil and gas eNewsletter
De-risk by design. For your tough challenges.

To elevate operations, Eaton is here to help you optimize performance, increase
operational predictability, as well as protect your people and profit. We serve your oil and
gas needs around the world – in upstream, midstream and downstream applications.

If you would like to
subscribe to Eaton's oil
and gas eNewsletter,
register here.

Eaton solutions help regulate power in oil and gas fields

Eaton’s oil and gas
website

Discover how Eaton helped a customer in West Texas
correct voltage sags in power distribution lines in oil and

Follow the charge website

gas fields by leveraging the 32-step, single-phase voltage
regulator solution.

Read more

http://app.electricalsector.eaton.com/e/es.aspx?s=1521&e=135156&elq=385c3ed615004108992392b546d55892

Did you know?
Eaton’s BLACK CAT Frac
hose combined with the
Eaton Bruiser cover offers
700 times the abrasion
resistance of conventional
rubber-covered hoses.
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Product Spotlight
ELF™ Fuse

World class industrial hose
As Eaton has grown, our vast power management
portfolio has expanded as well, becoming one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of industrial hose.

Watch video

BLACK CAT™ Frac hose offers durability, flexibility and strength
Eaton’s BLACK CAT Frac hose, flexible and high
abrasion-resistant, is designed for fluid conveyance in
fracturing applications requiring extreme durability, quality
and performance. Combined with the Eaton Bruiser™
cover, the BLACKCAT Frac hose is tough enough to
handle harsh environments, and light and flexible enough
to be handled in the field.

Read more

Using expulsion fuses
where ignition of
combustible materials, dry
grass or when gases are a
high potential risk is now
unnecessary because of
the Eaton ELF currentlimiting fuse. For more
information on the ELF
fuse, click here.

Upcoming events
CIPPE 2015
March 26-28
New China International
Exhibition Center
Beijing, China
Booth W1646

Lighting to lower your total cost of ownership
Calculate your potential savings using Crouse-Hinds LED
luminaries versus traditional lamp sources.

ROI tool

Learn more

http://app.electricalsector.eaton.com/e/es.aspx?s=1521&e=135156&elq=385c3ed615004108992392b546d55892
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Cylinder CAD Configurator
The Cylinder CAD Configurator tool provides price, leadtime and cylinder calculations for force, stop tubes, column
strength and additional items, along with technical
application guides.

CAD tool

Multi-tap transformer for electrical submersible pump (ESP)
applications
Eaton’s multi-tap transformers for ESP applications utilize
the same reliable manufacturing experience,
craftsmanship and robust designs found in our
conventional three-phase transformers.

Read more

High-pressure hoses access hard-to-reach environments
Read Eaton’s article in Upstream Pumping Solutions
magazine to learn about how equipment manufacturers
develop more flexible and durable equipment in response
to demanding industry applications.

Read more

Clean-in-place filtration technology
Access Eaton’s article published in Filtration News
International for more information on how clean-in-place

http://app.electricalsector.eaton.com/e/es.aspx?s=1521&e=135156&elq=385c3ed615004108992392b546d55892
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filtration technology can make refineries safer, more
productive and more environmentally sustainable.

Read more
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